
Half Orange



Things y�need

stitches

Crochet Hook
1 x 2,75mm crochet hook
1 x needle to sew pieces

Scissors
To cut loose threads

Eyes
A face it’s not complete 

without eyes!
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Yarn
White cotton yarn

Orange cotton yarn

Thread
Black (To embroider the mouth)
Pink (To embroider the cheeks)

Increase Decrease

Magic 
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Join
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Chain Slip 
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Single 
Crochet

Crochet



Half OrangeHalf Orange
Difficulty
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You can find how to do this pattern in Spanish 
in our Youtube Chanel with all tips needed to 
make this amigurumi such as embroidering 
mouth, cheeks, adding eyes, making a perfect 
circle, sewing the pieces…

Crochet the face and body of your amigurumi 
following the pattern. I recommend you to use 
the perfect circle method so your circle’s edges 
are perfectly rounded. You can use the same 
method to make the body but that’s optional.

You can make the face’s details before sewing it 

to the body. Use slip stitch for the orange’s 
segments. You can see how it’s done in Spanish 
in one of our videos. I normally use safety eyes 
meant for children’s safety but feel free to use 
any other eyes you like. 

Fill the orange without tighten the stufffing too 
much or getting it too compacted. Once you 
have finished a piece leave a long thread of 
yarn. Use that thread to sew pieces instead of 
using another thread that wouldn’t match the 
color, that way you wouldn’t even notice it!

You can follow the instructions 
in Spanish in our Youtube Chanel: 

Duende de los Hilos! 
youtube.com/c/duendedeloshilos

Hello little pixie!
Here is the pattern that will teach 
you how to do your own half 
orange amigurumi. This is a 
graphic pattern, so you only 
need to follow the steps using the 
symbols given in the first page.



Start with White
6
6  
Change to Orange
1      1    (repeat 6) 
1      2    (repeat 6) 
1      3    (repeat 6) 
1      4    (repeat 6) 
1      5    (repeat 6) 
1      6    (repeat 6) 
Change to White
1      7    (repeat 6) 
Change to Orange
1      8    (repeat 6) 

Start with a magic ring

Face
White/Orange Color

(6)
(12)

(18)
(24)
(30)
(36)
(42)
(48)

(54)

(60)
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6
6  
1      1    (repeat 6) 
1      2    (repeat 6) 
1      3    (repeat 6) 
1      4    (repeat 6) 
1      5    (repeat 6) 
1      6    (repeat 6) 
1      7    (repeat 6) 
1      8    (repeat 6) 
60     (repeat 6 rounds)
1      8    (repeat 6)

Start with a magic ring

Body
Orange Color

(6)
(12)
(18)
(24)
(30)
(36)
(42)
(48)
(54)
(60)
(60)
(54)



Did you find a mistake? Sorry, we're humans! 
Please feel free to contact with us at hola@duendedeloshilos.es and we’ll correct it as soon as we can.

Unfortunately our maternal language is not English, but we wanted this pattern to reach as many 
people as possible so we’ve translated it as best as we could, if you have any sugestions or feedback 

please feel free to contact with us!

Thanks for buying this pattern!
You`ll find more designs in our website duendedeloshilos.es

Feel free to write a review 
of this pattern in our shop. 

Help us grow! 

This pattern is property of Duendedeloshilos.es, 
this material its meant to be for private and 
personal use only, its dissemination, copy or 
modification without consent of 
Duendedeloshilos.es it's absolutely forbidden.

Duendedeloshilos.es has rights to take 
measures on any ilegal or fraudulent action 
with the current content. Private use only.


